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E. What is JavaScript? State the difference between JavaScript and Java. How to develop 

JavaScript? Explain with example.

Write any five HTML rules.

What is an element?

Explain any five style sheet properties in short.

Develop a JavaScript program that will determine whether a department-store customer has 

exceeded the credit limit on a charge account. For each customer, the following facts are 

available: Account number, Balance at the beginning of the month, Total of all items charged 

by this customer this month, Total of all credits applied to this customer's account this month 

Write short notes on all of the following topics (1 mark each - Word limit - 100)

Explain how XML parser works? Write an XML document for displaying your contact details 

(address, e-mail, mobile no, etc)?

Write answers for any two questions from below. (5 marks each – Word limit – 500)

Explain the use of <meta> tag with example.

How the tables are formed in HTML? Explain with example. Explain Cellpadding and 

Cellspacing with example.
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E. List out the rules for writing CSS. 

What is HTML and CSS? List the advantages and limitation of HTML and CSS. 

Difference between Attributes and Entities.

What is Web Publishing?

Write and explain various methods & properties of session object.

Write short notes on all of the following topics (1 mark each - Word limit - 100)

What is DTD? Explain Internal DTD and External DTD. Differentiate between DTD and XML 

Schema.

Write answers for any two questions from below. (5 marks each – Word limit – 500)

How to change the background of a webpage? Write one program to show the working of it.

Write a short note on cookie with example.
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